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Mater and Lightning McQueen team-up to track down runaway tractors in this all-new Little Golden

Book featuring all of your favorite characters from Disney/Pixar Cars. It's a must-have for boys ages

3-7!
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Cars enthusiasts will love this :) especially little ones. Basic concepts, not long boring paragraphs

that will lose young bedtime listeners. Bright images that capture the interest of those who can't

read yet.

Such a cute story. Got this for my 3 year old who is obsessed with Lightning McQueen right now.

This is a great story about Lightning, Mater and the tractors. It also teaches about friends working

together and helping each other out. The words on the pages aren't too lengthy and it holds my

sons attention very well. The pictures are done well and fit with the words on the pages. My son

wants to read this multiple times a day. Great story for any kid who is into Lightning McQueen.

Can't beat these Little Golden Books! This helped my son get back into reading because they were

about his favorite characters! It's a sweet story about Mater and Lightening that I don't get tired if



reading to him. Love it!

As far as golden books go, this one is terrible. In one tiny book they nanage to recycle a movie plot

line not once but twice. First mater and lightning ruin a newly paved road, then the tractors they let

out ruin it again once its fixed. The whole book is Doc saying "this road needs to be fixed by

tomorrow!" There is no real tractor trouble to be found. If you are considering any other cars golden

books instead, go fo those.

The price was a bit high for what they are. However my grandsons love these books so that makes

it worth it. I would rather see a set of three to ten books with a better price. I would recommend

these books for kids from one up to maybe six.

The story line is boring, and grammer is questionable. I should have gotten something else.My

toddler is only somewhat interested in this book

My grandson loves Car's - this book was perfect. He's 3 yr old and find the storry and pictures fund.

I actually love Car's, Madder being my favorate .....I haven't found a Little Golden Book I didn't like.

We got this book for our son for his 2nd birthday. From the Saturday of his party through Sunday

and into Monday, we have read this over and over, about 20 times. Sure every now and then, we

must hide books so he doesn't wear us out reading the same one over and over, but when it's a

brand new book and the love your child shows for it, there is not a better reward!
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